Duets From India

Vilayat Khan SITAR and Bismillah Khan SHEHNAI

with tabla accompaniment by Shanta Prasad
DUETS FROM INDIA

VILAYAT KHAN - sitar & BISMILLAH KHAN - shehnai

with tabla accompaniment by Shanta Prasad

The Artists

USTAD VILAYAT KHAN was born into a family of outstanding musicians and inherited the art of Sitar playing from his famous father, the late Ustad Inayat Khan. By a combination of inborn talent and musical training, Vilayat Khan has created a strongly individual style. Recognized internationally as one of the greatest living exponents of the Sitar, he has enthralled audiences in India and the rest of the world by the inspirational beauty of his performances.

BISMILLAH KHAN is unrivalled as a player of the popular Indian instrument, the Shehnai. Born in the State of Bihar, he was introduced to the art of Shehnai playing by his uncle at a very young age. Later, after having attained technical proficiency and audience popularity, he moved to the famous shrine of Lord Vishwanath at Banaras, the holiest of holy cities. In recognition of Bismillah Khan's outstanding contribution to the world of Indian music, and as a tribute to his fame as a master of the Shehnai, the President of India recently conferred the title of Padma Shri on him.

The Instruments

The SITAR can be likened, in a remote way, to the family of Western stringed instruments to which the guitar belongs, inasmuch as the player produces various notes by moving his left hand over the frets on the neck while plucking the strings with his right. In particular, the Sitar is distinguished by a disproportionately long neck across which are strung metallic frets whose position can be changed to suit the melody pattern of any particular Raga. Besides the main strings passing over these frets, there are a number of subsidiary strings fixed beneath the frets which are rarely plucked, but which enhance the musical tone of the instrument by resonating sympathetically. The sound box consists of a large gourd over which rests the bridge.

The SHEHNAI is oboe-like in tone and appearance, but without keys. Instead, it has several open holes (as on a recorder) which the player closes or opens with his fingers while blowing into the reed of the mouthpiece. As with other wind instruments, the Shehnai calls for a great deal of finger dexterity and superb breath control. The sound of this instrument, at times mournful and other times joyously chirping, is familiar to all the inhabitants of India. For, besides being closely associated with temple music, it is regarded as indispensable at all weddings.

The Music

Side 1

Duetto (Jugalbandi)

Raga: Gujarare-Todi
Both Ustad Vilayat Khan and Ustad Bismillah Khan handle their respective instruments with dexterity and skill to bring out all of the serenity and pathos of this Raga. During the first few minutes, with the help of short “alaps,” they lay a foundation for the Raga and gradually unfold a vivid synthesis of harmony and the melody. The subtle “Taan” patterns (note combinations) used to embellish this performance demonstrate the performers’ artistic mastery.

Side 2

Chaiti-Dhun
Here is a typically lilting folk tune of India’s Uttar Pradesh region. It is immensely popular with audiences and draws its name “Chaitra,” which is the first month of the Hindu calendar and the month during which it is most frequently performed.

Glossary

RAGA: The Raga is an Indian scale which utilizes varying ascending and descending patterns — certain notes on the way up and certain notes on the way down — but always in a set sequence. The Raga never has fewer than five notes — the minimum required for a tune.

DHUN: A Dhun is a tune accompanied by Tala (Rhythm) which is usually played in a fast tempo and which creates a mood of ecstasy.

THUMREE: A romantic, lyrical style.

ALAP: The slow and serene opening of a Raga — unaccompanied and without rhythm — which sets the mood of the composition.

GAT: A fixed composition for instruments in any “tala” around which an improvisation is woven.
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HEAR THE HITS BY THE STARS ON CAPITOL!

NAT KING COLE
Nature Boy
NAT KING COLE
Yesterday; The Shadow Of Your Smile;
And I Love Him; You're Gonna Hear
from Me; Goin' Out Of My Head; more.
STEREOPHONIC: ST 2048 MONO: T 2048

A TOUCH OF TODAY
NANCY WILSON
"Never" answers the title question, as
do these new Elva-lovin' hits: A Groovy
Kind Of Love; Queen Of The House; etc.
STEREOPHONIC: ST 2589 MONO: T 2589

NAT KING COLE
One of Nat's earliest and best albums. Unforgettable.
STEREO: ST 2495 MONO: T 2495

UNFORGETTABLE
NAT KING COLE
The bewitching title song, plus Don't
Go To Stranger; Your Name Is Love;
As You Desire Me; Too Late Now; etc.
STEREO: ST 2555 MONO: T 2555

Maria Cole
Love Is A Special Feeling

STEREO: ST 2612 MONO: T 2612

Sterling Records takes great pride and
pleasure in presenting the talented and
beautiful Mrs. Nat King Cole. 12 songs.
STEREO: ST 2608 MONO: T 2608

The Original Broadway Cast Recording
of Sammy Davis' big hit musical that brings a
Clifford Odets classic to Broadway.
STEREO: SVAS 2124 MONO: VAS 2124

DUOPHONIC: DT 357 MONO: T 357

GUY LOMBARDO S BROADWAY

FRED FREBERG
UNDERGROUND SHOW #1

Caped Crusader; Reagan/Brown; more.
STEREO: ST 2347 MONO: T 2347

Sama's most richly romantic songs: Star¬
dust; Tenderness; Autumn Leaves; A Blues¬
some Fall; Love, Wine, Nature Ray, more.
DUOPHONIC: DT 2548 MONO: T 2548

Lara's Theme, As Revoir; The Shadow
Of Your Smile, Stranger In The Night;
If He Walked Into My Life; and others.
STEREO: ST 2567 MONO: T 2567

New Shearing versions of Shearing
Quintet landmarks: The Breeze And I;
Don't Blame Me; Pick Yourself Up; more.
STEREO: ST 2567 MONO: T 2567

New Shearing versions of Shearing
Quintet landmarks: The Breeze And I;
Don't Blame Me; Pick Yourself Up; more.
STEREO: SWB0 1569 MONO: WBO 1569

The Original Broadway Cast Recording
of the smash musical!
The Garland Classic ... 2 hit-packed
discs recorded on the stage of Carnegie
Hall. Dozens of Judy's greatest songs.
STEREO: STCL 1790 MONO: TCL 1790

Kind Of Love; Queen Of The House;
etc.
STEREO: ST 2571 MONO: T 2571

Capitol Records takes great pride and
pleasure in presenting the talented and
beautiful Mrs. Nat King Cole. 12 songs.
STEREO: ST 2608 MONO: T 2608

Another haffful of humor Flanders and
Sonn style: The Gas Man Cometh;
Hippa Entene... Live on Angel Records.
STEREO: SW 2582 MONO: W 2582

The golden voice of Hawaii in perform¬
ances available for the first time on
record. Bali Ho! Waipio; 10 others.
DUOPHONIC: DT 2572 MONO: T 2572

As Time Goes By
FREDDEY MARTIN

The title song, plus Somewhere; Yest¬
erday; Stranger In The Night; The
Impossible Dream, many other hits.
STEREO: ST 2578 MONO: T 2578

To know psychedelic drug: scholarly pros
& cons; addict comments; music; et al.
STEREO: ST 2618 MONO: T 2618

THE BEST OF BOBBY DARIN
You're The Reason I'm Living, Charade;
Days Of Wine And Roses; Treat My
Baby Good, 18 Yellow Roses; etc.
STEREO: ST 2571 MONO: T 2571

MATT MONRO — the perfect singer of
perfect love songs: The title song;
Laura; When Joanna Loved Me; others.
STEREO: ST 2608 MONO: T 2608

A documentary report on the controver¬
sial psychedelic drug: scholarly pros
& cons; addict comments; music; et al.
STEREO: STA0 2574 MONO: TAO 2574
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1. DUETTO (JUGALBANDI)
Raga: Gujaroa - Todi
[24:48]
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With Tabla accompaniment by Shanta Prasad
ST-104113
STEREO
1. CHAITI - DHUN (12:56)
2. BHAIREE - THUMREE (13:21)